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About This Game
Game Features
[Stunning Action MORPG on Beautiful Graphic]
Select Your Class! Knight / Magician / Gunner!
Enjoy vast scenarios of Delphinia World!
Find rare items!
Grow your character!
[Vast Scenario Events and Charming Characters]
Knight - vowed to avenge the loss of princess from massacre.
Little boy - fell into despair of his unbearable fate.
Elf Lady - tries to find her way back in human’s world.
Genius Advisor of the Alliance - tries to gather them to fight against the Empire.
Everything falls into catastrophe once the truth raise its head.
[Huge Fields]
Delphinia World consists of 300 field maps with 12 background concepts.
[Distinctive Monsters]
150 monsters, 35 kinds. Each with distinctive characteristics, animations, and AI patterns
12 boss monsters.
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[Various Items]
50 Weapons and 12 Costumes for each character.
Combine above items with Option Stones and Element Stones to make over 800,000 items
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Title: Delphinia Chronicle
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Digital Cookie Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
Digital Cookie Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7, 8, 10
Processor: 2Ghz
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: 512MB Video Ram
DirectX: Version 10
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 1024 MB available space

English
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I dont know, its lagging all the time if u want to Loot something\/sometimes u need 10 second to loot. The game itself freezes
somtimes when a Quest triggers. I'm gonna refund this...
Positive is the Audio! Nice music.. Sorry not much I can say that others didn't already cover. Game needs some work that's for
sure...... Come on guys DIABLO 2 costs you 20 dollars and this costs you 5.
Joking aside, the main criticism I have is that the UI of this game is clearly specifically designed for mobiles (touch devices),
and there is differences\/experience\/expectations between mobile and desktop. Take, for example, the character\u2019s skills
are shown in round button (I literally want to touch my monitor to cast the spell), but instead you figure out you should press 3,
4, 5, 6 on your keyboard. Same thing goes to the menu and all the sub menu.
The graphics, judging from a PC game point of view, looks weird to me in a way that even though the surroundings, characters,
and enemies are all in one screen, there isn\u2019t many interactions between them, and it gives me the feeling of stiffing when
it comes to the combat system. It is further penalized by the poor\/low frame drawing; the animation is not smooth.
I do want to say that I only played this game for only 10 mins in scenario mode, however it should give me a rough idea what I
am getting into. I will probably consider playing on an ipad but definitely not on a pc.. Option to take itens sometimes simply "
freeze" and you can\u00b4t take de item sometimes ( this is laughable for a 2017 game).
Can you make it fullscreen?
Will there be an option to change controls in the future?
Beside minor details, game os really really good!. How To Beat Mission Man Prepared For Battle Final Mission? Otherwise
game is very good!. DLC to get cash INGAME not working. I Bought 3 hours ago and they send nothing.. Wasd controls are so
bad its insane. You copycat Dungeon fighter for literally everything except the controls, and in place of it you add this??? And I
can't change it at all? Speaking of controls they are really buggy, and sometime you attack in the wrong direction.
For loot there no intresting effects on weapons, even legendaries, just attack increases. Its so dull. Also whats the point when
you can just get all your endgame weapons with cash?
No reason to play over Dungeon Fighter, why isnt this early acess? It's ethier terrible or incomplete. Not even worth a Dollar
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Great game although it needs some improvement.
I can see that it requires some grinding, but cash items are worth grinding.
If this game can fix stuffs that people mentioned in reviews and discussion, it will be really nice.. Do not buy this game. This is
a poorly ported. It's very buggy and not worth $5 at it's current state. I'm asking for a refund. This game belongs on a mobile
device and not PC. Controls are horrible. Some of the buttons don't work such as the menu button, inbox, etc., chatting with the
NPC isn't intuitive, my character likes run backwards, a lot of typos, no walkthrough or guide when starting out, when the
character are speaking... it does a "spelling bee style" by spelling out each character of each word... just a terrible choice of
animation\/transition. Graphically, it looks nice but that's all it has going for it.
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